Abstract. We prove an abstract norm equivalence for a two-level method, which allows us to reduce the construction of preconditioners for nonconforming finite element discretizations to known cases of conforming elements.
Introduction
The construction of fast solvers for nonconforming finite element discretizations has attracted the attention of many researchers. In the context of multilevel or multigrid-like methods, the main difficulty is the fact that the natural sequences of nonconforming finite element subspaces are nonnested and form external approximations involving modified bilinear forms and norms. In comparison to the variational multilevel theory for conforming finite element schemes (cf. [47, 49, 7, 38] for some surveys), one has to be careful with designing the so-called intergrid transfer operators (restriction and prolongation) and to control all other perturbations.
Attempts to propose a general theory in this direction have been made several times, see e.g. the papers by Bramble, Pasciak, Xu [8] , Dörfler [26, 27] . We also mention a series of contributions by Brenner [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] , where the most popular simple nonconforming elements have been examined. Many papers [6, 10, 48, 35, 36, 45] have been written on the nonconforming P1-element originally introduced by Crouzeix, Raviart [22] . For this particular element, the analysis may be considerably simplified by observing that the conforming linear element functions form a proper subspace of the set of nonconforming P1-elements on the same triangulation, see [48, 36, 45] . Roughly speaking, there is a very simple twolevel method reducing the nonconforming discretization to the conforming one for which fast solvers are already available.
In this paper we want to generalize this idea. In §2 we give an abstract theory for a two-level method, which allows to switch from a given symmetric positive definite variational problem The applications to nonconforming finite element discretizations for second-and fourth-order elliptic problems are given in §3. For a number of examples, we show how to verify the assumptions of the abstract theory. The main ingredients are auxiliary discrete scaled L 2 bilinear forms and appropriate quasi-interpolant operators Q :Ṽ → V resp.Q : V →Ṽ that preserve locally polynomials of low degree. After switching to (VP), multilevel preconditioning for the nonconforming discretization (VP) is a consequence of the known theory of multilevel preconditioners for conforming linear elements resp. Powell-Sabin triangles for secondresp. fourth-order problems. However, other types of preconditioners for (VP) can be used as well.
The idea of switching to a spectrally equivalent reference discretization is clearly not restricted to the cases considered in this paper and has implicitly and explicitly been explored by other authors, too. It also applies to certain complicated conforming elements and to the situation when the fine-grid triangulation is not produced by a standard refinement process, as it is typical for the multilevel solvers. After finishing the first draft of this paper we have learned about recent papers by Sarkis [43] , Cowsar [21] and Brenner [15, 16, 17] that deal with similar questions in a domain decomposition framework. However, our approach is different in the technical details and emphasizes the idea of using multilevel preconditioners for some loworder conforming elements in a canonical way in the construction of preconditioners for more complicated situations, especially for nonconforming discretizations.
The abstract norm equivalence
Throughout this paper, letṼ and V be two finite-dimensional real Hilbert spaces. Letã :Ṽ ×Ṽ → R resp. a : V × V → R be symmetric positive definite (spd) bilinear forms, andΦ ∈Ṽ * resp. Φ ∈ V * be linear functionals onṼ resp. V . We consider the variational problems (VP) and (VP) as formulated in the introduction. Assume that W =Ṽ + V makes sense as a Hilbert space, and let there be given two further auxiliary spd bilinear formsâ, b : W × W → R. In the applications below, b represents an appropriately scaled L 2 scalar product whileâ is a suitable spectrally equivalent extension of bothã resp. a. Having this in mind, the following additional assumptions seem to be natural (here and in the sequel, generic constants are denoted by c (0 < c < ∞), and ≈ stands for a two-sided inequality):
(A2) The following inverse property holds:
(A3) There exist linear operators Q :Ṽ → V andQ : V →Ṽ such that
Theorem 1.
With the above notations and the assumptions (A1), (A2), (A3), we haveã
with constants depending only on the constants in (A1), (A2), (A3).
Proof. Because of symmetry of all assumptions and formulations, it suffices to establish (1) . First observe that the linear operators Q andQ are bounded:
Indeed, we can start with the obvious inequalitŷ
Here, the first term is estimated using (A2) and (A3) as follows :
Applying the second equivalence of (A1) gives (3); the proof of (4) is completely analogous.
Letṽ =w +Qv be an arbitrary decomposition for any givenṽ ∈Ṽ (w ∈Ṽ , v ∈ V ). From the first equivalence in (A1), (A2), and (3), we get
The upper bound in (1) follows by taking the infimum with respect to all decompositions.
To prove the opposite inequality, consider the particular decomposition ofṽ ∈Ṽ given by
Since by (A3)
and by (A1) and (4) alsô
for the above decomposition which shows the assertion.
As was stated in the introduction, the norm equivalence (1) is the basis for a certain two-level method to switch from (VP) to (VP). This two-level method corresponds to the additive subspace splitting
where the three spaces are equipped with appropriate bilinear forms such that (1) coincides with the basic norm equivalence for bounding the condition number of the corresponding additive Schwarz operator. Note that (2) might be used to switch from (VP) back to (VP), a possibility we will not make use of in this paper.
To be more precise, let us recall the formulation of the so-called fictitious space lemma by Nepomnyaschikh [33, 34] , see also [38, 29] . Let H 0 and H 1 be two finitedimensional Hilbert spaces, with the scalar products denoted by (·, ·) 0 resp. (·, ·) 1 . Let the bilinear forms a 0 : 
In the applications, it is assumed that A 1 can be easily inverted and that the multiplication by R resp. its adjoint is also a cheap operation. Then, RA −1 1 R * can be used as preconditioner for A 0 provided that the ratio of the eigenvalues in (6) is not very large. The latter can be checked by evaluating the constants in the two-sided norm equivalence
To apply Lemma 1 to our situation, let us fix H 0 = Rñ and H 1 = Rñ × R n , whereñ = dimṼ , n = dim V . The connection between the vectors from H 0 , H 1 and the finite element functions inṼ ,Ṽ × V , resp., will be provided by the standard nodal bases inṼ and V . Denote byÃ,B resp. A the stiffness matrices of the bilinear formsã, b (restricted toṼ ×Ṽ ) resp. a in these bases. Then we set a 0 (x,ỹ) = (Ãx,ỹ) Rñ ≡ã(ũ,ṽ) for allx,ỹ ∈ H 0 , whereũ,ṽ ∈Ṽ are the finite element functions corresponding tõ x,ỹ via the nodal basis inṼ , and
for arbitrary (x, x), (ỹ, y) ∈ H 1 (in analogy, u, v ∈ V are the functions associated with x, y ∈ R n through the nodal basis in V ). Finally, denote byS the n ×ñ matrix describing the action ofQ in the respective nodal basis representations, and set R(x, x) =x +Sx , which is obviously a mapping from H 1 onto H 0 . With all this notation at hand, we see that (7) reduces exactly to the norm equivalence (1) . Thus, the constants in the upper and lower estimate contained in (1) describe the quality of preconditioning the matrixÃ by the symmetric preconditionerB
and A −1 can be replaced by any symmetric preconditionerC b and C a , resp. We subsume this in the following Theorem 2. Under the above notations and the assumptions of Theorem 1, the spectral condition number of the matrix (B −1 +SA −1ST )Ã equals the ratio of the best constants in the upper and lower inequality of the norm equivalence (1) . In addition, ifC b and C a are symmetric preconditioners forB and A, resp., and satisfy the spectral bounds
T is a symmetric preconditioner forÃ with a bound for the spectral condition number ofCãÃ depending on the constants in (8) and (1):
In most of the applications, the auxiliary form b will be a scaled L 2 scalar product which leads, after switching to its discrete relatives in the nodal basis representation ofṼ , to a simple diagonal matrix for the preconditionerC b . For C a (the preconditioner for the reference problem (VP) on V ), we favor multilevel methods for which a simple, regularity-free theory is available, see [38] . This, however, has restricted our choices for the reference discretization (VP) in this paper. An alternative are symmetric multigrid preconditioners as analyzed, e.g., in [7] , which are available in many more situations.
The complexity ofS resp.S T depends on the choice for the operatorQ, more precisely, on its representation with respect to the nodal bases ofṼ and V . Note that the operator Q does not play any role in the corresponding algorithm. Since, for the typical choices of the formsã, a resp. b (H s inherited resp. scaled L 2 scalar products), the condition (A3) is fulfilled ifQ and Q provide good L 2 approximation for smooth functions, we use quasi-interpolant techniques for their construction. This automatically leads to sparse matricesS. Details will be explained in §3.2.
Preconditioners for nonconforming elements
3.1. The nonconforming P1 element. To highlight the main ideas, and to start with a simple example, let us consider the discretization of the Poisson equation equipped with zero boundary conditions by nonconforming triangular P1 elements in R 2 (the three-dimensional case is fully analogous). Let T be any fixed regular but not necessarily quasi-uniform triangulation of a bounded polygonal domain Ω in the plane, and introduceṼ as the set of all piecewise linear functions with respect to T which are continuous at the midpoints M e of all interior edges e and take zero values at the midpoints of boundary edges. To each interior edge e we associate the nodal basis function N e ∈Ṽ which is 1 at M e and zero at all other midpoints. The form onṼ is given bỹ
As a standard candidate for the corresponding problem (VP), we take the space of conforming linear elements V =Ṽ ∩ H 1 0 (Ω) on the same triangulation, equipped with
The standard nodal basis functions in V will be denoted by N P , where P is in the set of interior vertices of T .
Since V ⊂Ṽ we have W =Ṽ . The auxiliary formsâ, b can be given by the formulaeâ
(summation with respect to all interior edges). If the triangulation is in addition quasi-uniform, with h denoting the typical size of the triangles, then
, i.e., the form b essentially represents a scaled L 2 scalar product in this case. Obviously, (A1) and (A2) are satisfied, the latter property following from
(here, the regularity of the triangulation enters the constants).
To verify (A3), we need to define Q andQ. ForQ we take the natural imbedding of V intoṼ . Since for this choiceQv = v for all v ∈ V , the required approximation property is obvious. The corresponding matrixS (the matrix representation ofQ with respect to the above nodal bases) is very sparse, it contains two entries 1 2 per column. The operator Q does not enter the algorithm; thus, any choice that satisfies the estimate in (A3) (with a good constant) is acceptable. For example, we may assign to any interior vertex P one of its adjacent edges (denoted by e P ) and define the nodal value of Qũ ∈ V at P by (Qũ)(P ) =ũ(M eP ) ; for boundary vertices we set (Qũ)(P ) = 0. Alternatively, one could propose to take the interior nodal values of Qũ as the average of the nodal valuesũ(M e ) for all e adjacent to interior points (see, e.g., [37, 45] ).
In order to estimate
where the edges e, e resp. e, e have a common endpoint. Since for the regular triangulation under consideration the number of edges adjacent to an arbitrary vertex does not exceed a fixed number, the above two terms can be estimated by a fixed finite number of terms |ũ(M e1 ) −ũ(M e2 )| , where each pair e 1 , e 2 belongs to one of the triangles in T . Note that each such pair does not occur (for all different e) more than a fixed number of times. Taking the squares of the expressions and summing up, we obtain from the definition of b and by (10)
which is the estimate required in (A3). Thus, by Theorem 2 we arrive at a preconditioner for the nodal basis stiffness matrixÃ of the nonconforming P1 discretization of the form CÃ =Ĩ +SC AS T . Here,Ĩ is theñ ×ñ identity matrix associated with our specific form b,S describes the action ofQ as explained above, and C A is an appropriately scaled (compare condition (8)) preconditioner for the nodal basis stiffness matrix A corresponding to the conforming linear finite element discretization on the same partition T . In [36] , the BPX multilevel preconditioner [9] was used and tested for this purpose. In this case, (8) is satisfied with moderate constants, under minimal restrictions on the solution and the dyadic refinement process. Thus, in this case (triangulations obtained by regular dyadic refinement), the preconditioner CÃ yields uniformly bounded condition numbers κ(CÃÃ) for all refinement levels. Obviously, for this choice of C A andS, the operation count per preconditioning step is proportional to the discretization sizeñ. Since the BPX preconditioner is equally well-suited for triangulations obtained by nested refinement (see, e.g., [4, 23, 38] ), and the above construction does not require quasi-uniformity, we can also work with reasonable adaptivity concepts in the nonconforming P1 element case (compare the recent paper [31] ). But note again that the theory allows us to use for C A any (multilevel, multigrid, or other) symmetric preconditioner corresponding to the conforming discretization (VP).
Let us finish this subsection with some remarks. The same arguments can be used for a nonconforming P1 discretization of a Poisson problem in the 3-dimensional case. Also, preconditioning matrices for other nonconforming or conforming discretizations of more general second-order H 1 or H 1 0 -elliptic boundary value problems can be designed along the same lines. Finally, though natural, the above choice ofQ is by no means the only one which satisfies the assumption (A3). For example, one could have associated with any interior edge e one of its endpoints (denoted by P e ) and introducedQ bỹ
for boundary edges these values are 0 as before. Obviously,
where P e denotes the second endpoint of e. This choice would further simplify the multiplication byS resp.S T in the preconditioning step. A natural approach to the construction of suitable Q,Q will be discussed in the following subsection.
Sufficient conditions for (A3).
For more complicated situations, especially for higher-order elliptic problems like the plate bending problem discussed below, one is interested in simple criteria for the choice ofQ and Q. In the applications to second-and fourth-order elliptic problems, scaled (discrete or continuous) L 2 scalar products are typically used for the form b while a resp.ã are equivalent to modified H l -seminorms for l = 1, 2. In this case, the concept of quasi-interpolants will be useful. Suppose thatṼ and V are finite-dimensional spaces of finite-element-like piecewise polynomials over a regular partition T . To each subregion ∆ ∈ T we assign an enlarged set K(∆) which is the union of ∆ and possibly some of the ∆ adjacent with ∆ (adjacent means that the closures of ∆ and ∆ have common points). In most of the standard finite element examples, we can even assume that K(∆) = ∆, but in some cases a larger K(∆) is needed, see §3.3. By the regularity of T , we have h(∆ ) ≈ h(∆) for the diameters of all ∆ ∈ K(∆). Since the evaluation ofQu enters the algorithm and we are interested in a maximally local and simple construction, the following restricted definition of quasi-interpolants will be used; an analogous definition applies to Q. We callQ : V →Ṽ quasi-interpolant of order l ≥ 1 if
• it is local and L 2 bounded, i.e.,
and (12) with a constant c independent of ∆ ∈ T and u ∈ V , and • preserves polynomials of total degree < l, i.e., Qp = p (13) for all polynomials p of degree < l (it is assumed without further mentioning that the restrictions of all such polynomials to Ω belong to the natural domain of definition ofQ). Concerning the bilinear forms, we assume in addition to (A1) that
and
for a certain set of moderately changing positive constants α(∆), i.e., we assume that the ratios α(∆)/α(∆ ) are uniformly bounded for neighboring subregions ∆, ∆ . These constants are typically determined by the formsã resp. a and can be used to model coefficient dependencies. Afterwards, b is constructed such that (14) and (A2) hold true (the constants α(∆) will enter the diagonal preconditioner C b in a natural way). In (15) , |u| l,G denotes the H l (G) seminorm controlling all lth-order derivatives of u.
One may generalize (14), (15) to a form which also includes lower-order local Sobolev seminorms in (15) . This generalization is interesting for adequately dealing with lower-order Helmholtz terms but will not be further elaborated in this paper. Moreover, in all examples considered in the following subsections, we will take α(∆) = 1. 
Proof. Consider the approximation property in (A3) forQ. By (14) , (15) , the problem reduces to local estimates of the following form: For any ∆ ∈ T and any polynomial p of degree < l, using (11)- (13), we have
Taking the infimum with respect to p and applying (16) to each K(∆), we arrive at v, v) , it remains to multiply by α(∆) · h(∆) −2l , to take into account the moderate change of α(∆ ) over K(∆) and to look at (14) , (15) . The proof for the second estimate is completely analogous.
Although Lemma 2 looks very technical, most of its assumptions are easily verified. The condition (16) is necessary if K(∆) = ∆ sinceṼ ⊂ W is usually not contained in H l (Ω) for nonconforming discretizations. One has to be careful with extending the definition of Q,Q such that (13) holds for all polynomials, especially near the boundary where boundary conditions may Figure 1 . Powell-Sabin triangle cause some technical problems. For example, in the definition of Q for P1 elements given in §3.1, one would have to change the rule for the boundary vertices in order to have (12) : For a vertex P ∈ ∂Ω, there exists a boundary edge e with P as endpoint, and we define Qṽ(P ) =ṽ(M e ) as for interior vertices. This modification does not change the Qũ for anyũ ∈Ṽ , but now (13) is naturally satisfied (with l = 1, i.e., constants are preserved). We hope that the following examples show that the quasi-interpolant concept is useful, and justify the separate formulation of Lemma 2.
The Morley triangle.
The Morley triangle is of some importance in connection with the lowest-order divergence-free Raviart-Thomas element for the Stokes problem in two dimensions and also for plate bending. We refer to [18, 28] for generalities, and mention the papers [40, 26, 11, 30] , where multigrid methods and preconditioners are proposed. In contrast to these papers, we will relate the discretization of an appropriate fourth-order elliptic boundary value problem by Morley triangles to the corresponding conforming discretization by Powell-Sabin elements. Multilevel preconditioners with optimal convergence properties for the latter have been derived in [37] .
We recall the definitions. We consider a clamped Kirchhoff plate which is modelled by the symmetric, H 
with the solution u ∈ H 2 0 (Ω) representing the deflection of the plate. The material constants µ, λ are fixed positive numbers.
Let T be as in §3.1; the finite element spaces V resp.Ṽ of conforming PowellSabin macrotriangles resp. nonconforming Morley triangles are composed from the local interpolation problems shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The Powell-Sabin macrotriangle is a composite C 1 element consisting of quadratic polynomials in all 12 subtriangles which are uniquely determined by the following 12 degrees of freedom (17) to V . Note that the Powell-Sabin element is, for several reasons, more popular for representing C 1 surfaces in computer aided geometric design than for the finite element analysis of plates. However, here it will not be used for the discretization itself but play the role of the reference space to construct a preconditioner for another discretization of (17) .
In the case of the Morley element, in each triangle a quadratic polynomial is defined by the following 6 degrees of freedom: function values at the vertices and normal derivatives at the midpoints of the edges. Once again, to nodal points at the boundary we assign zero values. Since the resulting space is nonconforming (Ṽ ⊂ H 2 0 (Ω)), the bilinear form onṼ is usually changed (cf. [19] ) intõ
On W we define the two auxiliary forms
With this choice, the properties (A1), (14) , and (15), here with l = 2 and α(∆) = 1, are obvious, the constants may depend on µ, λ, and on the regularity of T . The inverse property (A2) reduces to local estimates on each triangle as usual, and is left to the reader.
We introduce the quasi-interpolantsQ and Q. LetÑ P andÑ e denote the nodal basis functions for the Morley element case, and definẽ
where indicates that the summation is carried out for all (interior and boundary) edges resp. vertices. Clearly,Q : V →Ṽ . This operator naturally extends onto W , and is the identity when restricted toṼ . It makes also sense for all quadratic polynomials and preserves them globally on Ω. Thus, (13) is satisfied, even with l = 3. The property (11) is obvious by definition, with the minimal choice K(∆) = ∆, while (12) is a consequence of the local L 2 stability of both Morley and Powell-Sabin elements (which holds uniformly in ∆ for regular triangulations):
The operator Q :Ṽ → V is defined by
while the gradient values at a vertex P are determined from two arbitrarily fixed non-collinear edges (for boundary vertices, these edges have to be at the boundary, too) such that globally linear polynomials are preserved. In the exceptional case where two boundary edges meet at an artificial vertex (with interior angle π), the construction of Q has to be modified appropriately, i.e., the tangential derivative at the boundary vertex P will be defined by the divided difference of function values of neighboring boundary vertices). Analogous modifications which ensure polynomial preservation with l = 2 in (13) and zero boundary conditions of Qṽ for allṽ ∈Ṽ , are necessary if a slit has to be dealt with. Then, (11)- (13) can be verified for Q in the same way as above. However, this time, K(∆) should contain all ∆ adjacent to ∆; compare the definition of the gradient values of Qṽ at vertices and the conditions (11)- (12). Therefore, the verification of (16) is necessary forṽ ∈Ṽ (for V ⊂ H 2 (Ω) the usual Bramble-Hilbert lemma will do the job). Let p ∆ be the quadratic polynomial coinciding withṽ on ∆, and let ∆ ⊂ K(∆) be such that it shares the common edge e with ∆. Denote the endpoints of this e by P and P . The polynomial q = p ∆ − p ∆ coincides withṽ − p ∆ on ∆ , and owing to the interpolation conditions for the Morley elements, we have q(P ) = q(P ) = ∂ n q(M e ) = 0. Under this condition, we can easily check that
Indeed, without loss of generality, we may assume that e = [−1, 1] and that 
for the three triangles ∆ ⊂ K(∆) which possess a common edge with ∆. Applying this estimation technique repeatedly, after finitely many steps we arrive at
Now it remains to observe that |p ∆ | 2,K(∆) ≈ |ṽ| 2,∆ and to approximate the quadratic polynomial p ∆ by arbitrary linear polynomials on K(∆). This eventually gives (16) for l = 2.
After this examination of all conditions of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we can state the main result of this subsection. We recall the notation used in Theorem 2 of §2. LetÃ,B resp. A be the nodal basis stiffness matrices of the formsã, b onṼ resp. a on V . The matrix representationS ofQ can be derived from (21), the multiplication byS reduces to copying some entries of a vector from R n into a shorter vector from Rñ (in the present case,ñ = dimṼ < n = dim V ). Since
where h(P ) is taken such that h(P ) ≈ h(∆) for all ∆ adjacent with the vertex P and the summation is carried out for all interior edges e resp. interior vertices P , B possesses a diagonal preconditionerC b satisfying (8) with constants depending only on the regularity of T . A multilevel preconditioner C a for the Powell-Sabin discretization matrix A, of optimal complexity and satisfying (8), is available from the theory in [37] , if T = T J is obtained by J steps of regular dyadic refinement from a coarse triangulation T 0 of Ω. Nested refinement has not been considered in [37] ; an extension in this direction presents some technical but not principal difficulties (compare §4.2.2 of [38] ). For this reason we restrict the formulation of the following theorem to the regular refinement case. Figure 3 . The local polynomial space is a 9-dimensional subspace of total degree-three polynomials p satisfying the constraint
where S ∆ denotes the barycenter, and P i the vertices of the triangle ∆. For any regular T , the resulting finite element spaceṼ is nonconforming with respect to (Ω), the functions are C 0 but not C 1 (across interior edges). As before, boundary interpolation conditions are set to be zero.
There are different possibilities to introduce the modified formã which replaces a (given by (17)) onṼ . We quote the following three possibilities from [5, Ch. VI, 5] , where references to the original papers are given (cf. also [19, 32] ):
The mappings θ andθ are discrete gradient operators onṼ : θṽ is componentwise defined by quadratic C 0 Lagrange element functions over T (with the components modelling the partial derivatives ofṽ), with the nodal values given by ∇ṽ(P i ) for vertices; at the midpoints P ij of the edges the corresponding values are obtained by orthogonal transformation from the directional derivative ∂ eṽ (P ij ) and from 1 2 (∂ nṽ (P i ) + ∂ nṽ (P j )), which stands for the nonexisting ∂ nṽ (P ij ). By definition, θ maps into the space of linear finite element vector fields over T according tô θṽ(P ) = ∇ṽ(P ) for all vertices. Finally, ν > 0 is a positive parameter which we recommend to choose according to ν ≈ µ (see below).
The following lemma is more or less known from the literature (cf. [5] and the original references cited therein) and states the coercivity ofã onṼ , which is necessary for the correctness of the variational problem (VP). (24)- (26) are spd onṼ and satisfy
Lemma 3. The forms
for allũ ∈Ṽ , whereâ(ũ,ũ) is given by (20) . The constants c in the two-sided estimates only depend on the regularity constant of the underlying triangulation.
We will leave the elementary proof to the reader (forã 0 the above result is obvious by definition of a and of the H 2 seminorm). Note that the choice ν ≈ µ would be natural; however, in the context of Reissner-Mindlin plate models, the additional term in (26) has prescribed meaning, and the parameter ν is proportional to the thickness of the plate. We will not go into details, but rather refer to [5] for a discussion of this point.
Note also that the convergence properties of the discretizations corresponding to the above three modified forms are quite different. For example, withã 0 convergence is observed only for special triangulations; the formulation withã 1 which appears in the context of the DKT-element family was analyzed in [42] , see also [41] or [5, Ch. VI, 5] . However, by virtue of Lemma 3, there is no difference for the three formulations with respect to the construction of a preconditioner via Theorems 1 and 2.
To this end, we again make use of the Powell-Sabin finite element subspace V (see the subsection for the Morley element) on the same triangulation. Introducẽ Q : V →Ṽ in a natural way by defining the nodal values Qv(P ) = v(P ) , ∇Qv(P ) = ∇v(P ) , (27) at all vertices P of T , and Q :Ṽ → V by
for all vertices P and edges e (for the latter, P, P denote the endpoints of e in the above formulae). This definition of Q andQ obviously guarantees (11)- (13) with l = 2 and K(∆) = ∆ in both cases. For the auxiliary forms on W we use the definitions in (19) and (20), which makes it easy to prove the remaining assumptions of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1. Indeed, (14) , (15) are automatically satisfied (with α(∆) = 1). (A1) is contained in Lemma 3 forṽ ∈Ṽ , for v ∈ V , see §3.3. The inverse property (A2) reduces by affine transformation to analyzing the situation on a standard triangle as usual, and is left to the reader. Finally, since K(∆) = ∆ and the restriction of V ∪Ṽ to a triangle ∆ belongs to H 2 (∆), (16) follows from the usual Bramble-Hilbert lemma and a scaling argument.
After completing the verification of the assumptions of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we can formulate the complete analog to Theorem 3. WithÃ,B, A denoting the corresponding stiffness matrices,S now defined by (27) , we make again use of the multilevel preconditioner C a for the Powell-Sabin discretization matrix (compare §3.3) whileC b is a diagonal matrix derived from discretizing b via the obvious equivalenceb (27) - (28) as explained.
Further remarks.
Other element types. In § §3.1, 3.3, 3.4, we have discussed a few triangular nonconforming elements for second-resp. fourth-order boundary value problems. In these cases, we have chosen conforming linear elements resp. Powell-Sabin elements as reference elements, particularly, because for them optimal multilevel preconditioners are known. Complicated conforming elements such as Argyris and Bell triangles or composite Clough-Tocher triangles, which do not allow for a straightforward construction of multilevel preconditioners, may be dealt with in the same conceptional way (for a slightly different approach, see [50, 17] ). Generalizations of the Morley element to higher polynomial degree such as the semiloof or delinquent elements (cf. [44] ) can be treated as well. We leave it up to the reader to consider more examples, e.g., from the list of (conforming and nonconforming) elements for thin plate bending which is contained in [32, Ch. 7] , see also [19, 20, 5] .
If the original discretization uses rectangular resp. quadrilateral elements, then for H 1 problems bilinear elements (for rectangles) or the reduction to triangular linear elements (for quadrilaterals) are an advisable choice for the reference space V . What concerns plate bending problems, we have at least three candidates (conforming C 1 elements of low order) where optimal multilevel preconditioners are known:
• Composite cubic quadrilaterals [24] (see Figure 4 , where the 16 interpolation conditions are described which uniquely define the C 1 piecewise cubic function inside each quadrilateral; in the finite element literature these elements are attributed to Sanders and Fraeijs De Veubeke, see [19, 32] );
• Bogner-Fox-Schmit bicubic rectangles [39, 50] ;
• Biquadratic C 1 tensor-product splines (the theory for this space of C 1 test functions, which is closely related to standard finite difference discretizations on a shifted grid, follows easily from [38] ).
Though the considerations in [24, 37, 39, 50] are restricted to regular refinement, it is clear that the theory of multilevel preconditioners for these conforming discretizations carries over to nested refinement (cf. [23, 38] concerning this point). Thus, the two-level reduction to standard multilevel solvers as proposed in the present Figure 4 . Composite cubic quadrilateral paper will be possible for these element types, too. For example, the specific preconditioner for the nonconforming rectangular Adini element described in [39] is based on a similar (to the Bogner-Fox-Schmit element) reduction argument. For rectangular elements, the use of the biquadratic spline spaces for preconditioning purposes seems to be even more economic with respect to the operation count per preconditioning step.
The practical performance of our approach has still to be tested carefully. For example, an efficient implementation of the Powell-Sabin multilevel preconditioner [37] , which we suggested to use in connection with triangular elements for plate bending (or of the composite cubic C 1 quadrilaterals considered in [24] ) is, to our knowledge, not yet available. For the Bogner-Fox-Schmit and Adini elements, some experiments have been carried out in [39] .
Construction of error estimators. The basic norm equivalence (1) might be useful for other purposes such as the construction of a posteriori error estimators. To give an example, let us denote byṼ ≡ V Q resp. V ≡ V L the subspaces of quadratic resp. linear finite element functions over a regular triangulation of a bounded polyhedral domain Ω in two dimensions (once again, consider the case of homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on the boundary). The three-dimensional case can be treated similarly. Let a(·, ·) be a symmetric H 1 0 elliptic variational problem which, when restricted to V,Ṽ , and W =Ṽ , leads to the bilinear forms used on these subspaces (to simplify the notation, we will use the letter a also forã andâ). Then (1) holds true (we leave this to the reader as an exercise; since V ⊂Ṽ the operatorQ is the natural injection, while Q corresponds to nodal interpolation by linear finite elements). Now, denote by u Q resp. u L the solutions of the variational problems (VP) resp. (VP), whereΦ, Φ are restrictions of the same functional to the respective subspaces. Let e = u Q − u L , and defineẽ by b(ẽ,ṽ) = a(e,ṽ) , ∀ṽ ∈Ṽ .
Then, the two-sided inequality a(e,ẽ) = b(ẽ,ẽ) ≈ a(e, e) (30) holds with the same constants as in (1) . This is obvious if one uses the properties of the additive Schwarz operator corresponding to (1), see [47, 49, 29] . A direct argument runs as follows: Since a(e, v) = 0 for all v ∈ V , we can write 
where the moments are explicitly computable as b(ẽ, N P ) = a(e, N P ) = 0 , b(ẽ,Ñ e ) = a(e,Ñ e ) =Φ(Ñ e ) − a(u L ,Ñ e ) (32) and do not require the knowledge of u Q . Under the usual regularity assumptions, a(e, e) is a reasonable substitute for the true error of the discrete solution u L in the energy norm and can be approximately computed via (31)-(32) by a sum of error indicators corresponding to the edges of the triangulation. Note that this error estimator is almost the same as used in the well-known adaptive code Kaskade [25] . It is tempting to develop this idea of deriving error estimators further. For similar work on this topic, see, for instance, [1, 2, 3, 31, 46] .
